MAKE A STATEMENT

BACK-PAINTED GLASS FOR LONG-LASTING BEAUTY
Guardian Deco HT brings harmony, contrast and a bold look to any setting with true, uniform color.

Created using a proprietary coating system, Deco HT is both durable and eye-catching. Its tempered quality ensures it can define spaces for years to come. Higher opacity and a smooth, uniform finish perfectly accent any design.

STATE-OF-THE-ART TECHNOLOGY
Deco HT uses a sustainable, cutting-edge process that blends beauty and performance.

Instead of a brush or roll application, high-precision curtain coating gives Deco HT its superior consistency. Heat treatment then fuses paint to the glass to achieve a uniform appearance in three widely specified colors.
Deco HT™ is available for interior and spandrel IG applications:

- Glass whiteboards
- Tabletops and work surfaces
- Backsplashes
- Shelving and displays
- Cabinet fronts
- Wall claddings
- Spandrels

ADDED BENEFITS

- Easy to cut, fabricate and temper
- Ten-year warranty extends the life of designs
- Arrives pre-painted to save time, labor and storage space
- Provided by all Guardian US float plants

LIMITATION OF USE: Deco HT should not be used in vision applications or any other application where daylight or an artificial light source is transmitted through the glass and the coating can be viewed from the opposite side. These applications could cause imperfections, striations or small pinholes to be observed from the inside, even when the coating meets all specifications for the intended design use.

For specification details and availability, please contact your local sales representative. Call 855.58.GLASS (855.584.5277) or visit GuardianGlass.com.

SPECIFICATIONS

THREE COLORS:

- White
- Warm Gray
- Black

APPEARANCE
Smooth, uniform consistency

INTENDED USE
Interior and exterior spaces

AVAILABILITY
- White, Warm Gray and Black - 6mm thickness
- With Guardian UltraClear™ low-iron float glass
- Other thicknesses available upon request

SHEET SIZES
- 96” x 130”
- 100” x 144”